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A platform designed for business-to-business clients looking to sell
luxury items on the cryptocurrency market.
As a middleman, OAZIZ platforms puts products on the blockchain,
creates PBT (physical backed tokens), and generates traffic to
boost sales.
We are physically connecting things to the blockchain by using NFC
chips as proof of ownership.

Imagine a future in which your purchased Rolex can be converted
into a 3D file and sent to the desired metaverse. A secure way to
display your impressive collection.

INTRODUCTION



Purchase physical items with crypto.
Proof of ownership on the blockchain.
Royalties setting on secondary item sales.
Focusing on the B2B market.

Mission: 
To create a borderless experience between digital and physical
assets exchange. 

Vision: 
Becoming the most value-giving B2B platform among retailers,
artists and RealFi enthusiasts.

Values:
User governance, decentralized, real-world value.

Advantages:

MISSION, VISION AND VALUES



Market fit research
Core team building
Angel funding
Advisors research
Developers research

2022

Marketplace development start
Authentication tools R&D
Strategic partnerships building
Oaziz raises $350k

Partnership with RSVmotors
NFT marketplace MVP launch
Partnerships with WEB3 community
First ever Tesla sold as NFT

PROJECT ROADMAP

Q4

NFT marketplace BETA launch
Token SC deployment
Initial DEX seed round begining
Listing token on launchpads

Q1

Q1 Q2 Q3

NFT marketplace launch
B2B partners onboarding
IDO public sale
Mobile app development start.

NFT marketplace SC update
B2B partners onboarding
Onboarding canvas artists
Reaching 50 000 user base
Mobile app MVP

Q2 Q3 Q4

NFT marketplace SC update
B2B partners onboarding
Onboarding watch retailers
Reaching $1m monthly revenue
Mobile app launch.

2023

2024

Introducing tokenization solutions
for B2B clients
Manufacture start of Oaziz
authentication tags
Onboarding jewelry retailers
Reaching 100 000 user base

TBC

Q1Q2

Q3



NIKE- has reportedly made $185 million through NFT sales, and it has generated 67.2K
transactions.
Adidas- has reportedly made $11 million through NFT sales, and it has generated 51.5K
transactions.
Time magazine- has reportedly made $3.1 million through NFT sales, and it has
generated 6.4K transactions

Global companies like Nike, Adidas, and Breitling collaborate with NFT-related
development firms because they recognize the potential of digitalized assets. We have
already seen instances where digital avatars in GameFi or even Twitter profile pictures
wear real-world ape clothing.
Because the internet is already an extension of our concesness, why resist and avoid
attempting to blur the line between the digital and physical worlds with blockchain
technology?

Few cases of popular brands that entered NFT market:

Conclusion: When introducing existing brands to the NFT market, there is significant market
potential.

For the digital NFTs market we see no borders to scale and we will able to operate globally
from day one. 
We selected Europe and the Middle east as an entry markets for PBT.
The targeted market size in Europe is $6.86bn in 2022, growth predicted to  reach $14.86bn
by 2027.
The Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region is one of the smallest crypto markets in
the 2022 Global Crypto Adoption Index, but it is also one of the fastest growing. From July
2021 to June 2022, MENA-based users received $566 billion in cryptocurrency, 48% more
than the previous year.

There are currently few competitors in the same market because the team must create
hardware in addition to the NFT marketplace infrastructure in order to offer real value and
address the counterfeit problem.

MARKET VALIDATION



NFT
marketplace

rollapp clubrare americana vault.4k oaziz opensea

Blockchain Multi-chain ETH ETH ETH Multi-chain Multi-chain

PBT yes yes yes yes yes no

Hardware no no yes no yes no

Fees 2% N/A N/A N/A 0-5% 2.5%

Token CGT MPWR no ve4K oaziz no

Market
focus

B2C B2C B2C B2B B2B B2C

Payment crypto crypto crypto crypto
Crypto /

credit card
Crypto

Scaleable no no no yes yes yes

ANALYSIS OF COMPETITORS

As a reference point we selected most popular NFT marketplace OpenSea in context of
physicaly backed tokens. Opensea is not direct competitor since they do not focus to
physical items, but most recodnised brand in NFT space. For direct competitors we found
projects named bellow.

Figure 1. Physical backed token NFT marketplace cometitors analysis.



Support for multiple blockchains, primarily powered by Ethereum and the Curio labs
CGT token.
Only 2% in sales taxes.
Provides tokenized assets with fractal ownership.

The company vaults items, which adds up to 10% more costs for shipping and
maintenance.
The platform keeps 20% of secondary sales.
The business model is not very scalable due to centralized wherehouses.
Fractal ownership is highly regulated and difficult to achieve on a large scale. When you
use a crowdfunding platform, your funds are held in escrow and are vulnerable to
fraudulent activity.
Tokens serve as a form of equity rather than utility.
There is no cryptographic authentication hardware.

Focusing on bringing physical items to metaverse use.
Powering & governance tokens bring utility.
Track record of web2 partnerships with fashion brands.

Partially scalable via third parties logistics such as MXN holdings.
Centralized third-party authentication performed by Relevant Customs.
There is no cryptographic authentication hardware.
There is no information on platform fees.

Backed by Reddit founders, 776 VC and Opensea.
Provides cryptographic authentication hardware.
Strong community.

Only a demo version for mobile, platform is not launched.
No whitepaper or other documentation for the public.
Vaulting items limits scalability.

Rollapp.store
Pros:

Cons:

Clubrare.xyz
Pros:

Cons:

Americana.io
Pros:

Cons:



Based on Ethereum with potential to be bridged to other L1 & L2.
Decentralized authetication and logistics of physical items.
Scalable.

Token value highly depending on stablecoin and arbitrage.
The actual security and authentication of the physical asset must be ensured by so
called "guardians". They dicede how to do things and they compete between each
other.
High focus on "guardians" operation and not customers.

vault.4k.com
Pros:

Cons:

Competitor analysis allows us to draw the conclusion that because the majority of PBT
marketplaces target the B2C market, scaling them is difficult. The most common way for
businesses to guarantee the authenticity of their products is to store PBT items in a vault
and allow owners to redeem them. Costs for logistics, maintenance, and security
accumulate as a result.
Providing decentralised scalable solutions, issuing authentication hardware and onboarding
B2B retailers, we as a platform can potentialy scale globally.
Since it is in the best interest of the brand to maintain high standards, we can ensure great
customer support, secure items, and prevent any possible counterfeit or malicious activity
by concentrating on B2B partners who retail high-ticket items.

MARKET FIT



Special infrastructure needed to enable paying for items with crypto.
Crypto prices are volatile, hard to keep constant value attached to item.
Lack of knowledge on how legally operate crypto.
Businesses do not know how to create a physically backed token.
User experience often depends on seller.
Most NFT marketplaces limit themself to crypto-only payments.   

The majority of initiatives confront the following technological challenges. These issues are
difficult to remedy once a product has been released; thus, they must be considered
throughout the early stages of development.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Problems

Solutions

We have built NFT marketplace that can mint, buy, sell, tokenize and authenticate PBT.
To prevent volitile crypto prices, we will convert sold items into stablecoins.
Oaziz project provides both technical and legal solutions to buy or sel items.
Oaziz team pre-uploads all metadata to hardware and sends it to B2B retailers.
By focusing on B2B partners we can ensure high quality customer service since it is in
the brands interest to have returning customers.
We can accept fiat payments via debit/credit cards thanks to third-party payment
providers, allowing anyone to acquire digital & physical assets effortlessly. Customers
follows claiming procedure to prove ownership of NFT.

The project would be condemned without reacting to the highlighted problems as we
have an opportunity to earn competitive advantages with the right solutions. Based on the
previously named issues, here are the solutions we offer:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Adapting identified solutions to the current market would greatly assist the OAZIZ
ecosystem, as we will be able to overcome the challenges that most of the  similar projects
face.



p r o j e c t  e c o n o m i c sp r o j e c t  e c o n o m i c sp r o j e c t  e c o n o m i c s



Ecosystem
30%

Staking
15.5%

Team
10%

Treasury
10%

Marketing
9%

Private
7.5%

Seed
7%

Liquidity
5%

Advisors
4%

Public
2%

Tokenomics

Figure 2. OAZIZ tokenomics model

Total number of tokens: 1B 
Built on: ERC-1155

Fully diluted Market cap: $10.000.000
Market cap on TGE: $260.000
Hardcap: $1.220.000



Token distribution Tokens (OAZIZ) Vesting

Seed 7% 70,000,000
0% at TGE, 4 month cliff, 4% between

month 5 to 9, 5% between month 10 to
26

Private 7.5% 75,000,000
0% at TGE, 3 month cliff, 5% between

month 4 to 11, 10% between month 12 to
17

Public 2% 20,000,000 20% at TGE, 20% between month 1 to 4

Staking 15.5% 155,000,000 0% at TGE, 2% between month 1 to 50

Ecosystem 30% 300,000,000
0% at TGE, 1 month cliff, 1.25% between

month 2 to 81

Marketing 9% 90,000,000
0% at TGE, 4 month cliff, 4% between

month 5 to 29

Team 10% 100,000,000
0% at TGE, 7 month cliff 4% between

month 8 to 32

Treasury 10% 100,000,000
0% at TGE, 4 month cliff, 2% between

month 5 to 54

Liquidity 5% 50,000,000
15% at TGE, 2.125% between month 1 to

40

Advisors 4% 40,000,000
0% at TGE, 4 month cliff, 5% between

month 5 to 24

Vesting



Paying for premium features on NFT marketplace;
Paying oracles for price updates;
Paying for vaulting services.
Locking and staking coin;
Company will allocate portion of revenue to buy back token.

As an option for buying & selling NFTs on oaziz NFT Marketplace.
As payment for NFT marketplace premium listing features.
Creation of physically backed tokens.
Ecosystem motivational rewards.
Staking.

The goal is to create a token that evolves in parallel with the company.
Token evolution takes place in three phases. From the token that powers
the NFT marketplace to the governance protocol that embraces onchain
audits and PBT verifications.

Token buying pressure created by: 

OAZIZ Token phase 1. The smart contract that powers the NFT
marketplace; business retailers use it to pay for premium listing features,
and active ecosystem members receive rewards in the form of oaziz
tokens.

Utility:

Token utility



All of the utility from phase 1.
Item vaulting & staking.
PBT validation.

All of the utilities from phases 1&2.
Access to protocol features for individuals.

OAZIZ Token phase 2. Smart contract update that allows retailers to
become decentralised validators.
PBT items vaulted by retailers, in addition to being listed for sale, can be
staked and rewarded with blockchain rewards. Once a month, protocol
calls are made to validate staked item metadata. If PBT metadata
matches the physical item and environmental vaulting conditions, the
vaulter receives a staking reward. A community of retailers forms a
decentralized warehouse network that can sell, vault, and distribute items.

Utility:

OAZIZ Token phase 3. The smart contract update expands its protocol
use case to individuals. 
In addition to collecting, item owners can now stake up to 70% of the PBT
value by vaulting items at retailers as collateral. Staking rewards are
available once a month, minus vaulting fees.
PBT owners can issue an oracle request to re-evaluate item pricing in
exchange for blockchain fees.

Utility:



MVP $1.570.000

Funding milsestones

Pre-seed round. Initial investment pooled by founders and angles.
Powering R&D of MVP and social media traction.
Seed round is dedicated for onboarding early adoptors and making
solid use cases.
Private round is dedicated to all token-related. Onboarding
launchpads, market makers and auditing smart contract.  
Public sale round is focused on growing the community.

We are running an IDO campaign to secure development costs for the
following three years upfront. The campaign is made out of four main
funding stages. The campaign capped out at $1.5 Million in total. 

Pre-seed

Seed

Public sale

$350.000
$420.000

$200.000 
Private

$600.000



We believe in bullish marketing. Reaching out to potential customers is just
as important as creating a great product.
Our business strategy enables us to keep operating costs low while
focusing on providing value to the OAZIZ  community.

Expenses model

Marketing: expenses related to market research and advertising.
Product development: costs associated with further developing,
updating, and delivering new features.
Token inflation: costs related to token price stabilization.
General expenses: human capital expenses related to administrative
costs like office & salaries.
Running costs: technical fees related to a platform running costs like
hosting, maintenance, license, and others.

Because the graphic alone does not provide a complete picture of which
fields and why we will incur charges, here is a brief explanation:

Product development
42%

Marketing
27%

Token inflation
15%

General expenses
9%

Running costs 
7%

Figure 5. OAZIZ ecosystem expenses model



Revenue model

Listing fees. Depending on the item category listing fees can be included.
Platform charges success fee once item is sold. The fee ranges from 1% to
5% depending on the item category.

Premium features. Paying for on-platform services such as listing
placement in the "featured" category and periodic adjustment of listing
price crypto to fiat.

Hardware. The costs of manufacturing NFC chips, printing QR codes, and
pre-uploading metadata to authentication tags are covered by retailers.

Token reserve. Token treasury allocation created to offer extra financial
support specifically allocated for project expansion in the future.

Affiliate services. Our network is rapidly expanding and we can monetise it.

Listing fees
50%

Premiuim features
30%

Hardware
10%

Affiliate
5%

Token reserve
5%

Figure 3. OAZIZ revenue model structure



At the time of writing, the average NFT price is $300 and the average NFT
marketplace combined transaction fee is 3%. The average consumer makes
two transactions per month. We can conclude that a single active NFT
marketplace user brings at least $18 in monthly revenue. 

Estimated growth

Starting with 100 early adopters and considering parabolic growth in 2023
(3x per quarter), we can expect a significant revenue increase in Q4 2023.
Growing P2E game popularity is anticipated to fuel this growth as well.
By analysing "Dappradar" and "Statista"  NFT marketplaces data, we can
predict a parabolic growth bottleneck after reaching 3000 active
members per month. 
We also predict each year at Q1 growth drop due to global reasons in the
market.
By the year 2024, we expect 1.2x growth per quarter.
By 2025, we expect 1.5x growth per quarter due to the natural crypto
cycle reaching a possible bull run.
 

Users Revenue $

23 Q
1

23 Q
2

23 Q
3

23 Q
4

24 Q
1

24 Q
2

24 Q
3

24 Q
4

25 Q
1

25 q2
25 q3

25 q4

1,250,000 

1,000,000 

750,000 

500,000 

250,000 

0 

Figure 4. OAZIZ marketplace revenue and active users growth quarterly



P r o d u c tP r o d u c tP r o d u c t
MARKETPLACE-AS-A-SERVICE



OAZIZ is a multi-chain NFT marketplace that focuses on physical items
tokenisation. Making digital clones on blockchain as collectable NFTs.

Creators can list digital assets in a variety of formats. Images of art, virtual
lands, games, sports cards, souvenirs, and subscriptions are all available.

Physical items are listed by business partners who are retailers of specific item
categories such as cars, watches, wine, fine art, and other high-priced
collectibles.

Retailers must sign a partnership agreement and obtain authentication
hardware from the oaziz team in order to list physical items on the
marketplace.
Listing a digital asset is a standard procedure that other marketplaces in the
market are familiar with.

NFT Marketplace

Automotive: 5%
Gemstones, fine art: 4%
Watches, apparel: 3%
Misc: 2%
Digital assets 0%

The Oaziz NFT marketplace charges variable listing fees based on the item
category. This is because different item categories target different markets,
and as a result, UAC changes.

Platform fees according to item category:

Fees



Figure 5. NFT Marketplace asset tokenisation structure.

CommunityPlatformB2B
partner

Smart
contract

Blockchain APP
Authentication
/ Transfering

NFT

PBTPhysical
item

Figure 6. Physical items tokenisation flow.

Blockchain bridging aggregators;
NFT minting module API;
IPFS cloud data upload module;
API module for physical item tokenisation;
Hardware dashing / pre-uploading metadata.

NFT marketplace consists of the following building blocks:

Architecture



Designed for blockchain use;
Reliable scan performance;
Ideal for document authentication;
Suitable for use with certain CRM management platforms.

NFC chip:
A 29mm white plastic face adhesive NFC tag with the latest NTAG424 DNA
authentication chip from NXP. The NTAG424 is a specialist chip designed to
provide counterfeit protection to objects and products. However, with a 50-year
memory retention specification and 416 bytes of usable memory, it's a powerful
all-around tag.

QR code sticker: 
One way to create a physical QR code sticker that cannot be counterfeited is to
use a technology called "tamper-evident holographic laminates". This technology
involves applying a holographic laminate over the QR code sticker, which makes
it difficult to alter or reproduce the QR code without damaging the holographic
layer.
A cryptographic sticker with a QR code containing item-specific on-chain
information. A holo-secured authentication protocol connects physical items and
blockchain, enabling the establishment of a new trackable secondary physical
NFT market.

The physical certificate of authenticity cannot be removed without causing
damage to the hardware.

A unique piece of authentication hardware. A composite of a holographic QR
code sticker and a cryptographic NFC chip.
Hardware acts as an authentication certificate and a link between physical items
and blockchain.

Hardware authentication

Figure 7. Three layers composite of oaziz authetication hardware..

Seritag
NFC chip

Encoded cryptographic QR code Holographic film with watermarks



Scan-to-own 

QR code scanning: The app would use a software development kit (SDK)
such as the ZXing library to provide the necessary tools and libraries for
scanning QR codes. The app would implement a BarcodeScannerView and a
BarcodeScannerListener to handle the scanning results and extract the
relevant information from the QR codes.
NFT portfolio: The app would use a database or data storage solution to
store and manage users' NFT assets. It would use a user interface (UI)
component to display the user's NFTs and provide details about each one.
Extension of NFT marketplace: The app would be integrated with an existing
NFT marketplace using APIs or other means of communication. This would
allow users to browse and purchase NFTs directly from the app.
Peer-to-peer NFT transfers: The app would use blockchain technology and
smart contracts to enable users to transfer their NFTs to other users directly.
This would involve creating and signing transactions on the blockchain, and
executing the relevant smart contract functions to transfer the NFTs.

A mobile app that allows users to scan QR codes containing blockchain
information, functions as an NFT portfolio, and enables peer-to-peer NFT
transfers would use the following technical components and processes:

Overall, this mobile app would use a combination of QR code scanning, database
storage, marketplace integration, and blockchain technology to provide a
convenient and user-friendly way for users to manage and trade their NFT
assets.



Go to marketGo to marketGo to market
strategystrategystrategy



The best strategy for selling out an NFT collection will depend on a variety of
factors, including the specific types of NFTs in the collection, the collection's
target audience, and the overall market conditions for NFTs.

Focusing on marketing and promotion to reach potential buyers is one
possible strategy for selling out an NFT collection. This may entail leveraging
social media and digital advertising to highlight the NFTs in the collection and
attract potential buyers. Collaboration with influencers or other individuals with
a large following in the NFT community to help promote your collection is
another opportunity.

Another possible strategy for selling out an NFT collection is to concentrate on
developing a strong reputation and brand for your NFTs. This could include
emphasizing your NFTs' unique features and qualities, such as their rarity,
value, or historical significance. You may be able to attract buyers who are
interested in purchasing high-quality and unique NFTs if you build a strong
reputation and brand for your NFTs.
Overall, the best strategy for selling out an NFT collection will be determined
by a variety of factors and may include a combination of marketing,
promotion, and reputation-building efforts.

As a potential user profile, we chose high-income, tech-savvy early adopters
aged 21 to 44, with a male predominance (60% - 40%), geographically located
in Europe and the Middle East, as these regions are rapidly adopting
blockchain.

Marketing strategy



Attention: The first step is to grab the customer's attention and get them
to notice the NFT marketplace. 
Interest: Once you have the customer's attention, the next step is to
generate interest. 
Desire: The third stage is to create a strong desire for the NFT
marketplace.
Action: Finally, at the action stage, you encourage the customer to take
the next step and start using the NFT marketplace. 

An AIDA marketing funnel for an NFT marketplace could look something like
this:

Awareness marketing strategy

oaziz.com

custom
er acquisition

A
ID

A
 m

arketing funnel
PR media chanels | PPC ads | KOLs

NFT markeplace | Landing page

Communication on Twitter

Direct communication on
Telegram & Discord

Overall, using the AIDA marketing model can help businesses create more
effective marketing campaigns for NFT marketplaces, by guiding them
through the key steps of grabbing the customer's attention, generating
interest, creating desire, and ultimately driving action.

Figure 10. OAZIZ AIDA marketing funnel for NFT marketplace



An NFT marketplace can use influencer marketing to its advantage by
working with well-known artists or figures in the digital asset or art world.
These influencers can help spread the word about the marketplace to their
followers, which will raise awareness and increase platform traffic. This can be
accomplished by having the influencers produce and distribute content that
promotes the marketplace or by providing them with special offers or
rewards for using the platform. This could be a useful strategy for reaching a
larger and more interested audience, which could ultimately result in more
sales for the industry. Influencers can also offer the platform helpful feedback
and insights, which can enhance the platform's overall user experience and
make it more appealing to potential buyers and sellers.

Influencer marketing

Global market size in billion U.S. dollars

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

$20B 

$15B 

$10B 

$5B 

$0B 

Figure 11. Influencer Marketing Global Market Size (based on the Statista.com)

Without a doubt, influencer marketing is successful. By 2020, the market is
projected to have increased from $1.7 billion (in 2016) to $9.7 billion. In 2021, it
increased to $13.8 billion, indicating steady growth. The company is anticipated
to increase to a massive $16.4 billion this year.
This growth is being fueled by the growing popularity of short video formats
on websites like TikTok, Facebook, and YouTube, as well as by the impact of
the global pandemic on consumers. It is also being fueled by the optimization
of data collection used by marketers to create social media ads.



Affiliate and referral programs

Affiliate and referral programs have shown to be one of the most effective
market penetration techniques in recent years, both in the thriving Defi and
NFT industries and the broader cryptocurrency ecosystem. An NFT
marketplace can benefit from affiliate marketing by using it to promote its
platform and attract more users. This can be done by offering affiliates a
commission for every successful referral they make to the marketplace. This
can be an effective way to increase awareness of the marketplace and drive
traffic to its website, which can ultimately lead to more sales. Additionally,
affiliates can provide valuable insights and feedback on the marketplace,
which can help improve its overall user experience and make it more
appealing to potential buyers and sellers.

Affiliate marketing spending in the United States alone could reach $8.2 billion
in 2022, up from $7.4 billion in 2021, according to Statista. Since 2012, when it
was only $2.5 billion, affiliate marketing spending has increased year over
year, indicating that more organizations are incorporating affiliate marketing
into their campaigns.

Spending in billion U.S. dollars

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

10 

7.5 

5 

2.5 

0 

Figure 12. Affiliate Marketing Spending in the United States of America (based on the
Statista.com)



Ecosystem reward incentives

Rewarding the most active community members is a way to incentivise
community members to continue participating and contributing to the
project's success. Tokens are allocated from "ecosystem" tokenomics.
For example, members who contribute valuable feedback or ideas, or who
help promote the project to others, can be rewarded with these tokens. The
tokens can be used to access exclusive content or features on the project's
platform, or they can be traded on cryptocurrency exchanges for other
assets.
There are several strategies that community members can use to promote a
project. One approach is to create and share high-quality content that
showcases the project and its features. This can include blog posts, videos,
social media posts, and other types of content that highlight the project's
value proposition and benefits. Additionally, community members can engage
with others in the project's community and on social media platforms,
answering questions and providing support to help others learn more about
the project. Another effective strategy is to reach out to influencers and other
industry leaders and offer them incentives or rewards for promoting the
project to their followers. This can help increase awareness and drive traffic to
the project's platform, ultimately leading to more growth and success.



Figure 13. OAZIZ Marketing Expenses Structure

We have allocated marketing costs according to what we think will result in
the highest return on value. We will concentrate on digital marketing, social
media, and influencer onboarding in the previously discussed topics.

Influencers
40%

PR Media
30%

Paid ads
15%

Collaborations
10%

Affiliate
5%

Marketing expenses
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Advisors

A blockchain project may benefit from bringing on advisors for a number of
reasons. First off, advisors can offer insightful knowledge and expertise on a
variety of subjects, such as technology, business, finance, and law. This can aid
the project team in making wise choices and avoiding pitfalls. Second, advisors
can aid in establishing the project's credibility and cultivating connections with
potential partners, customers, and investors. Third, advisors can facilitate the
project team's interactions with other leaders and experts in the field, which
may present fresh chances for expansion and development. In general, a
strong advisory board can be crucial to a blockchain project's success.

Paulius Uza- blockchain advisor. Founder of Foreverlands
participated in advising and supporting SuperRare's NFT
marketplace development team.

Jurijus Clavas- financial advisor. Serial entrepreneur and investor,
having extensive experience in business development, complex IT
projects, educational business, seminars, business networking, and
network marketing. 

Sam Clark- marketing advisor. CMO at Bitcoin news. 

Dainius Zino- Blockchain advisor. Founder of the largest all crypto-
related news channel in Lithuania. 

Svetlana Golinej- business growth advisor. More than ten years of
experience in sales, export, and business growth.

As we expand, so does the demand for new skills. For announcements
about new team members, follow us on social media.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/svetlana-golinej-54697432/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/guapolocal/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dainius-zino-1ab046230/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jclavas/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pauliusuza/


Team Member Position Background

Mindaugas Mažeika CEO, Co-founder

Mindaugas - gathered brand-building experience in
ecommerce, and after helping several NFT collections to sell
out and improving his leadership, marketing, communication,
and tech skills, he achieved an agreement with angel investors
and decided to gather a team of strong professionals to launch
the OAZIZ Ecosystem project.

Vilius Oržekauskas CFO, Co-founder
Vilius has nearly seven years of experience trading
cryptocurrencies, and he believes it is time for him to take his
crypto knowledge to the next venture.

Ramūnas Jurevičius Co-founder, Angel
Ramūnas has a civil engineering bachelor's degree. He is a long-
term angel investor and pro-crypto enthusiast.

Tomas Butavičius Co-founder, Angel Tomas is an active real estate investor and angel investor.

Marius Kraujalis CMO
Marius - more than 8 years experience in scaling e-commerce
brands in the U.S. market. Growth hacking knowledge and
analythical thinking are the main strengths. 

Dominykas Zubavičius CTO
Young talent that began ethical hacking practice from age 12,
now he is a hardcore blockchain & back end developer.
He is now in charge of the project's technical aspects.

Ludwik Wiszniewski Marketing specialist

Ludwik ran the most popular youtube crypto alpha channel in
Poland from a young age and advised many Lithuanian
projects on ICO campaigns. Over years of advisory and affiliate
work, Ludwik gathered wast network of professionals.

Tadas Marma
Community
manager

Tadas experienced in metaverse and P2E games, worked
alongside with brands like Ertha & Three towers gaming studio.

Robert Baranovski Project manager
With his skills of communication he reaches big agreements
with top brands and scale projects by introducing new collabs
and partnerships. 

Eligijus Povilauskas 3D Desiger
Eligijus has a degree in Multimedia Design and is a professional
graphic designer. Web3 digital art is his next passion.

Core team



A+ Ventures is a group of exceptional talent in the fields of B2B sales and
process engineering. Web3 project accelerator, guiding the Oaziz project
through a fundraising campaign.

Fin-tech development company from Austria with more than seven years of
experience in the crypto industry. The company’s primary goal is to provide
products that make it easier to solve everyday business problems. Thanks to
advanced business processes, their clients will achieve increased
productivity and, thus, cost reduction.
Merkeleon developers team is responsible for creating a custom solution for
the NFT marketplace, ensuring smooth payment aggregators workflow &
consulting the OAZIZ team on business growth directions.

BlackBear is the WEB 3.0 marketing advisory firm for project owners. They
support founders with our 3-pillar method:
- Team: Our team produces all the necessary elements of the project
- Insights: Our experts pilot and guide your project thanks to their track
record and experience 
- Growth: we break the growth lock with the latest marketing strategies 

Working in the background



Summary
The OAZIZ team appreciates your time spent reading this white paper and is
confident that you will work hard to make this project a success. We've put in a
lot of work to help the crypto community, and we won't stop until we've
accomplished everything we set out to do. If any part of this document is
unclear, or if you have any questions, please contact us using your preferred
method of communication. Thank you for your interest in becoming a part of
our vision. We hope that with your assistance and dedication, our vision can
become a reality.

Linkedin:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/oazizecosystem

Twitter: https://twitter.com/OazizEcoSystem

Twitter: https://twitter.com/omgodsart

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/OazizEcoSystem

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/OazizEcoSystem/

Medium: https://medium.com/@OazizEcosystem

TikTok: https://www.tiktok.com/@oazizecosystem

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/c/OazizEcosystem

Discord: https://discord.gg/invite/oaziz

Telegram chat: https://t.me/OazizEcosystemChat

Telegram group: https://t.me/OazizEcosystem
======================
Foreign language Telegram chats:
PL:
https://t.me/OazizPL
TR:
https://t.me/OazizTR
BR:
https://t.me/OazizBR
RU:
https://t.me/OazizRU

https://www.linkedin.com/company/oazizecosystem
https://twitter.com/OazizEcoSystem
https://www.facebook.com/OazizEcoSystem
https://www.instagram.com/OazizEcoSystem/
https://medium.com/@OazizEcosystem
https://www.tiktok.com/@oazizecosystem
https://www.youtube.com/c/OazizEcosystem
https://discord.gg/invite/omgods
https://discord.gg/invite/omgods
https://discord.gg/invite/omgods
https://t.me/OazizEcosystemChat
https://t.me/OazizEcosystem
https://t.me/OazizPL
https://t.me/OazizTR
https://t.me/OazizBR
https://t.me/OazizRU


DISCLAIMER

The OAZIZ team expresses their heartfelt gratitude to our readers for obtaining a copy of our whitepaper and taking the time to go through its contents.
This document is a memorandum explaining our project's objectives to our readers. 
This particular section has been prepared for our dear readers to examine thoroughly. We strongly urge our readers not to skip this section as it is crucial to
determining an individual's choices when contributing to our project. 
The primary purpose of this whitepaper is to unfold and show the OAZIZ project to potential clients and prospective token holders. Its contents have been
simplified for ease of comprehension for everyone and give each user the chance to decide if they want to be a part of our project based on their
perception. 
The information provided in this document cannot be considered a means of solicitation or a prospectus. It does not constitute a means for buying securities,
nor does it serve as a contractual relationship of any kind. This document has not been assessed by any regulatory body and is not subject to any laws, rules,
or regulations. 
The estimations and projections made in this document are not absolute and, as such, may be subject to change under different circumstances affecting
cryptocurrencies and markets. These projections are uncertain, and differences may occur between what is documented and real-life events. 
We implore you to consult your legal adviser before investing in any form of cryptocurrency to avoid penalties from the government. The sales of our token
will only be made available to those who are eligible and legally qualified to purchase crypto-asset after white-listing through due diligence; Anti-Money
Laundering (AML)/Know Your Client (KYC) compliance with the same regional and international standards set for financial institutions, financial technology
companies, payment infrastructures, and money transmitter businesses by the global standard-setting body Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
Recommendation 16, which encompasses Virtual Asset Service Providers (VASPs) and convertible virtual crypto-assets. 
Suppose you purchase a crypto-asset without obeying the rules guiding crypto-asset utilization in your area of residence. In that case, you risk legal actions
being taken against you, which might incur fines or loss of your crypto-assets due to confiscation. If this happens, the OAZIZ team will not be liable or held
responsible for whatever consequences that result from you buying our tokens/crypto assets. 
All the information provided in this document has been deemed accurate to a very considerable extent. Even though we would not like to acclaim this
statement entirely, we believe this project has been considered concise to the best of our knowledge. This document could become less accurate
depending on the various risks and uncertainties that befall crypto-assets. We implore our readers to take the time to read and understand the multiple
dangers that could arise from getting involved in crypto-assets because we cannot highlight them all for the brevity of this project white paper. 
Some of such unfortunate happenings that may befall crypto-assets are: 
– Security risks whereby a person's crypto assets are lost due to not being able to secure their login credentials properly on their part. 
– Issues such as technical problems may come as a result of server downtimes, or errors may also occur, temporarily hindering transactions carried out on
the platform. 
– High crypto-asset market volatility is another issue that needs to be considered as the price of a crypto-asset may fluctuate heavily, whereby the value
becomes very unstable and subject to constant change. 

The information provided in this document may change, such as translations over a while. This document might be made available in other languages
besides the official one. During translation, some or most of the information in this document may become inconsistent, lost, corrupted, or misinterpreted,
and its accuracy may be compromised. If such changes occur to this document, the official document made available in the English language shall be
considered superior and final. 
We advise you to get the original copy of our document from official means, which is through our team members. Getting it through an external source could
mean the document is compromised or its contents are tampered with. Obtaining this document from our official sources reduces the chances of getting
manipulated, misinterpreted, or contorted information. 
By reading this document, you agree you will comply strictly with the content and not act in regard. If you participate in the OAZIZ project utility token
offering exercise, you have assumed any unforeseen risks and emergencies, which are intrinsic to every project. Accordingly, neither the OAZIZ Team,
Edenas OU, nor their affiliate would be held liable in any event whatsoever. 



IMPORTANT NOTICE Everything in this White Paper and any relevant material, particularly connected, must be read with competent care and caution.
Suppose, after carefully reading everything, there is a persistence of doubt, which borders on the action you should take. In that case, you are therefore
advised to consult your legal, financial, tax, or other professional advisors. 
There shall be no reproduction and dissemination of this White Paper that affects its integrity, including any relevant material connected. 

CAUTIONARY NOTE ON "FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS"
 There are "forward-looking statements" contained in this White Paper. The meaning and intent of the term "forward-looking statements" are the same as
they appear in any relevant statute of any jurisdiction whatsoever, or for instance, as they appear in the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995,
which gives a comprehensive statutory clarity to the intendment of "forward-looking statements" concerning the business, operations, financial performance
and condition of an entity, i.e., OAZIZ, though situated outside the United States jurisdiction, the equal parallel drawn is both essential and relevant. 

Words and phrases such as "intends," "anticipates," "plans," "estimate," "expects," "projects," "believes," "will," and other terms of similar substance and
character, wherever found in the White Paper operate as guidance and indicators of "forward-looking statements." Furthermore, all statements regarding
OAZIZ and/or its affiliates' business strategies, financial position, plans, prospects, and the future of the industry in which OAZIZ and/or its affiliates are in, are
"forward-looking statements." These "forward-looking statements" include but are not limited to OAZIZ's and/or its affiliates' revenue and profitability, plans,
prospects, expected industry trends, and other matters contained in this White Paper regarding OAZIZ and/or its affiliates. These matters are not historical
facts but only predictions. All "forward-looking statements" are OAZIZ's current expectations of future events and are subject to uncertainties and several
other factors that could have a material difference in actual results from those described in the "forward-looking statements."

These factors and uncertainties include, amongst others: 
(a) Socio-political, economic changes, stock or crypto-assets market conditions, and the regulatory environment in the countries in which OAZIZ and/or its
affiliates conduct its/their respective businesses and operations; 
(b) The risk that OAZIZ and/or its affiliates may be unable to execute or implement their respective business strategies and plans; 
(c) Changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of OAZIZ and/or its affiliates;
(d) Changes in the availability and fortunes of OAZIZ and/or its affiliates in connection with their respective businesses and operations; 
(e) Changes in the availability and salaries of employees who are required by OAZIZ and/or its affiliates to operate their respective businesses and
operations; 
(f) Changes in preferences of OAZIZ and/or its affiliates; 
(g) Changes in the competitive conditions under which OAZIZ and/or its affiliates operate and their ability to compete under such conditions;
(h) Changes in the future capital needs of OAZIZ and/or its affiliates and the availability of financing and capital to fund such needs; 
(i) War or acts of international or domestic terrorism; 
(j) Occurrences of catastrophic events, natural disasters, and acts of God that affect the businesses and/or operations of OAZIZ and/or its affiliates; 
(k) Other factors beyond the control of OAZIZ and/or its affiliates.

Any prospective participant in this token sale is now cautioned not to rely upon any such "forward-looking statements," which speak only as of the date they
were made. OAZIZ is not under any obligation and expressly, therefore, disclaims any duty whatsoever to update or alter any "forward-looking statements"
in the event of new information, future events, or otherwise. 5 All subsequent "forward-looking statements'' attributable to OAZIZ, its affiliates or any person
acting on their behalf are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements referred to in this White Paper. Neither OAZIZ nor any other
person represents, warrants, and/or undertakes that the actual future results, performance, or achievements of OAZIZ and/or its affiliates will be as
contained in any "forward-looking statements." The actual results, performance, or achievements of OAZIZ and/or its affiliates may differ in any material
particular from those anticipated in these "forward-looking statements." 

NO SECURITIES OFFERING OR REGISTRATION
The OAZIZ tokens will not constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This White Paper is not a prospectus; it does not include a document that intends to make a
securities offering in any jurisdiction. This White Paper does not create securities investment contracts. The White Paper is not an opinion or a piece of advice
to sell or an offer by OAZIZ or its affiliates to purchase the OAZIZ tokens. No part of this White Paper whatsoever, not the fact of its presentation, shall form
the basis, or reliance in connection with a contract or investment decision, in a way that it will be caught by the extant securities regulation of any jurisdiction.
Every proceeds from the OAZIZ tokens that accrue from the token sale shall be applied to the OAZIZ project financing, including OAZIZ's businesses and
operations. There is no contractual obligation or a binding legal agreement to make any contribution whatsoever on the part of any person to OAZIZ's token
sale. Any legally binding contract between OAZIZ, its affiliates, and any person shall be contained in a separate document where the terms and conditions
shall be duly set out in full detail. 6 Participation and eligibility criteria in any future token sale by OAZIZ may vary, owing to the country of citizenship or
residence. In this regard, no final and conclusive decision has been made regarding municipal law; legal and regulatory compliance in any jurisdiction in
question would determine the relevant eligibility criteria and, thus, the subsequent participation in the future token sale. There is no regulatory examination or
approval of any information contained herein, and no such action will be taken under the law, as none is required under any law whatsoever. 

NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
OAZIZ and/or its affiliates do not make or purport to make and at this moment disclaim any representation, warranty, or undertaking in any form
whatsoever to any person in law or any person having legal or equitable right(s), including any representation, warranty or undertaking about the truth,
accuracy, and completeness of any information set out in this White Paper. 

LEGAL
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